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TerraFry-based web{oors to inform the community
lve are developing
about issues of
Environmentar pubric Hearth, based on visuar
correrative maps,
qu"f
mechanism,
and data

analytics' our tool will inform and facilitate decisions
"rgono,ni"
.upport at three
publically accessible data and module
to facilitate personal

levels:

and communal decisions and to
inform the public, a tool for public health decisions
by epidemiologists and other public health
professionals, and a toor for executive
understanding and potiticar decision making by
from vifiase tevet to state tevet. With grants
of over g30M
f::"::,:..?f^::m":itl"s,
from
NSF, NASA, and Dol, a1d 1$10M in-kind support from
tBM,
n"*i""""""01"0"'l
geospatial query and visualization engine
TerraFly. users have spatial and multi-temporal
web-fly view of 40 terabytes of aeriar imagery,
street vectors, demographics, parcers, year the
buildings were built, public facilities, anolnvironmentar
data. ln collaboration with a team of
public health researchers, we are creating pirot
apprications for the pubric hearth community.
These applications involve. overlaying u"ii"ty
oi geographically referenced datasets on top
"
of rerraFly's existing database of remotery
imaging. Exampres of this sort of pubric
health data incrude the mosquito-borne iilnesses,
""n."idata on read
poisoning incidents, cancer
incidents, injury and accident data, environmentar
hazard data, obesity, infant mortarity.
combining epidemiologicar data with remotely
sensed imagery wiil enable public health
workers and epidemiologists to make correlations
between environmental data and the
spread of diseases' A number of studies have
documented the successful use of remotely
sensed imaging technologies to track the environmental
conditions that encourage the
predicted tevets of mataria-vecror mosquito poputations
;::."1.:t:*ll1.,l^I=,"ludies,
based
on remotely sensed imagery and GtS a"t"
upwards of g5% accuracy. TerraFry is buirding
on the success of these studies with rich
analytical query engines, maps and murti-spectrar
murti-temporar saterite imagery. By
visualizing changes in the environment over
ih" .oro" of time, correrations may be made
between these changes and the number
and location of incidences of diseases or conditions.
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